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GLUON CORRELATION MOMENTS RATIOIN THE INSTANTON FIELDV. Kuvshinov and R. ShulyakovskyInstitute of Physis, National Aademy of Sienes of BelarusMinsk 220072, Saryna av.,70, Belaruse-mail: kuvshino�dragon.bas-net.bye-mail: shul�dragon.bas-net.by(Reeived July 4, 1998)The instanton-indued multiple events in high energy ollisions are on-sidered in nonperturbative quantum hromodynamis (QCD). Here we ob-tained unusual behaviour of ratio of orrelation moments Hq for suh pro-esses whih an be used for experimental searh of instantons.PACS numbers: 12.38.LgAs it is known, Yang�Mills gauge theories have highly degenerated va-uum struture on the lassial level [1℄. Quantum tunnelling transitionsbetween di�erent vauum states are assoiated with instantons [2℄.Experimental searh of the QCD-instantons goes already at HERA(DESY, Hamburg) in eletron�proton deep inelasti sattering [3℄. Thereare following theoretially predited features of instanton anal of multi-ple prodution: high parton multipliity (about 10 � 20 at HERA [3,4℄);isotropi parton distribution in the instanton rest system and homogeneousquarks �avours distribution [5℄; spei� behaviour of total ross setion [4℄and two-partile orrelation funtion [6℄.Here we study the behaviour of ratio of orrelation momentsHq = Kq=Fq[7℄ as the new riterions of instanton identi�ation. Here Fq, Kq and Hq arefatorial, umulant and o-alled Hq-moments orrespondingly. Correlationmoments ratio Hq is more preise quantity for distinguishing of multipliitydistribution [7℄.In quasilassial approximation Poisson distribution for the probabilityof n gluon prodution was obtained for the instanton-indued multigluon�nal states [3,8℄. In this ase we have the trivial results: G(z) = eA[z�1℄,Fq = 1, Kq = Æq1, H1 = Æq1. (69)



70 V. Kuvshinov, R. ShulyakovskyTaking into aount �rst quantum orretion we obtain the followingformula for the generating funtion takes plae [6℄:G(z) � 1Xn=0Pnzn = eA[z�1℄1 +Bz21 +B ; A = 4��0�1� x0x0 �2;B = �2��0�1� x0x0 �3; x0 � 0:5� 1 : (1)where oupling onstant of strong interation �0 = �(�ut), �ut is instantonsize ut o�, x0 � Bjorken variable of parton�parton ollisions.By straight alulation we obtain Hq moments behaviour as a funtionon q (Fig. 1). Hq-moments are negative, have �rst minimum at q = 2. Suhdependene of Hq on their rank q may be new riterion of identi�ation ofinstantons at experiment.

Fig. 1. Hq as the funtions of its rankThe reason is unusual and spei� position of the �rst minimum for thisnonperturbative proess, whih does not move by the next quantum orre-tions in hosen interval of variables as estimations show. Perturbative QCDalulations on�rmed by experimental data for ordinary multiple produ-tion of di�erent types give the �rst minimum at q = 5. Suh lear distintionof perturbative and nonperturbative alulations is of priniple both fromexperimental and theatrial point of view.The authors are grateful for the support in part to Basi Siene Foun-dation of Belarus (Projets M96-023, F97-013).
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